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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Duke Power Company Oconee Reload Design Methodology report NFS-1001A 
was first approved by the NRC on July 29, 1981 (Ref. 1). By letter dated 
April 3, 1985 the Duke Power Company requested review of an alternative 
reload methodology which is described in technical report DPC-NE-1002 
(Ref. 2). This new methodology has been based on the CASMO code instead 
of the EPRI-CELL code that is described in NFS-1001A. The justification 
for Duke's request for an alternate methodology is that CASMO is less 
expensive to run yet just as accurate as EPRI-CELL. The CASMO code has 
been previously approved by the staff for use in the analysis of DPC's 
McGuire and Catawba plants. Appropriate reliability factors have been 
developed for the application of the CASMO code which is used to generate 
the physics data base. In addition DPC-NE-1002 deals with the updated 
fuel design, fuel mechanical performance and thermal-hydraulic design 
resulting from the introduction of the Mark B5-Z fuel assembly. The 
report covers the fuel design, fuel cycle design, fuel mechanical and 
thermal performance, maneuvering analysis, thermal-hydraulic design, 
Technical Specifications review and development,, accident analysis and 
core physics parameter development. We shall review and evaluate each of 
these sections.  
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2.0 EVALUATION P PDR 

2.1 Fuel Design: The most important changes in the fuel design are the 
cladding thickness and the length of the axial power shaping rods.



However, these changes will be evaluated for each reload using the 
methodology described (Ref. 1).  

2.2 Fuel Cycle Design: The new methodology employs the CASMO code for the 
preparation of the nuclear cross sections for each material region in 
the fuel assembly; i.e., fuel pins, water holes, lumped burnable poisons, 
control rods and assembly gaps. The code prepares the table sets required 
for PDQ07 and also provides assembly average physics data required for 
the EPRI-NODE-P calculations; therefore, no color set PDQ calculations 
are required. Once the PDQ and the EPRI-NODE-P models have been developed, 
the fuel cycle design calculation proceeds as described in Section 3 of 
NFS-1001A (Ref. 1). In view of the favorable and acceptable comparisons 
of the calculations of this methodology to criticals as discussed in the 
report, this fuel design methodology is acceptable.  

2.3 Fuel Mechanical and Thermal Performance: This section is essentially 
unchanged from the corresponding section of NFS-1001A. Each fuel reload 
is bounded by a reference design analyses; however, differences in fuel 
rod design, as fabricated dimensions or densification kinetics do occur.  
Such changes must then be evaluated for: cladding creep collapse, 
cladding strain, cladding stress, fuel pin temperature, fuel pin pressure 
and ECCS analysis interface criteria.  

o Cladding Collapse. The methodology remains unchanged except that 
the approved TACO2 (Ref. 3) is substituted for TACO. In addition 
the generic assembly power envelope has been revised to represent 
recent and current fuel cycle designs.  

o Cladding Strain Analysis. A generic strain analysis has been 
completed by Duke Power using TACO2 to ensure that the strain 
criterion of 1.0% total uniform strain is not exceeded. Should 
reanalysis be required due to significant changes in the fuel 
design, the reference analysis must be repeated using the TACO2 code.  
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o Cladding Stress Analysis. The methodology of NFS-1001A has been 
revised to be consistent with that approved by the staff in the 
reload submittal for Unit 3, Cycle 8 and Unit 3 Cycle 9 (Refs. 4 
and 5). The revision is in the design stress intensity limits on 
mechanical properties which are based on the requirements of 
ASME code Article 111-2000. The conservatisms of the original 
NFS-1001A cladding stress analysis are maintained and compliance 
with the ASME code criteria assures cladding integrity for the most 
limiting design conditions. This cladding stress analysis is 
acceptable.  

o Linear Heat Rate Capability. This methodology remains unchanged 
except that TACO2 replaces TACO and results in an associated 
adjustment of the linear heat rates to reflect typical calculated 
values. The fuel rod axial power shape is assumed to be a 1.5 
truncated cosine and the pin power envelope has been revised to 
reflect small recent changes in the pin power envelope vs burnup.  
Finally a larger than nominal radial gap is employed which accounts 
for manufacturing uncertainty distribution. The TACO2 code has been 
approved by the staff and the refinements are conservative; hence, 
the linear heat rate analysis is acceptable.  

o Fuel Pin Pressure Analysis. This methodology remains unchanged 
except that TACO2 replaced TACO and results in an associated 
adjustment in the axial power shape and the generic pin power 
envelope vs burnup. The calculated internal pressure values reflect 
typical values associated with TACO2. Because TACO2 has been 
approved by the staff and is used in a conservative manner, the 
fuel pin pressure methodology is acceptable.  

o ECCS Analysis Interface Criteria. The technical and design data 
for each fuel batch are reviewed by the Duke Power Company to 
assure that the license basis ECCS analyses are satisfied. However, 
if for a specific cycle the rod thermal analysis inputs lie out
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side the reference analysis, then the licensee will reanalyze to 
ensure that the particular fuel batch meets the licensing criteria 
of 10 CFR 50.46. The responsibility for the identification of 
such incompatibility and its resolution lies with the licensee.  

2.4 Maneuvering Analysis: The purpose of the maneuvering analysis is to 
generate three dimensional power distributions and potential imbalances 
for a variety of rod positions, xenon distributions and power levels. This 
analysis is not affected by the introduction of CASMO as the lattice code 
and Section 5 of NFS-1001A (Ref. 1) is applicable and acceptable.  

2.5 Thermal-Hydraulic Design: The methodology of NFS-1001A remains unchanged 
except that the introduction of CASMO changes the total nuclear uncertainty 
factor from 1.065 to 1.057. The thermal-hydraulic methodology in NFS-1001A 
is used to analyze the Mark-BZ reload assemblies. In NFS-1001A the 
CHATA (Ref. 6) and TEMP (Ref. 7) codes are used for the thermal-hydraulic 

analysis of the core. However, using the BWC critical heat flux correlation 
(Ref. 8) in conjunction with CHATA (which has been approved by the NRC 
staff) the minimum DNBR design limit for normal operation and anticipated 
operational occurrences is 1.18. The rod bow penalty discussed in Section 
6.10 of NFS-1001A is no longer applied. The DNBR penalty due to rod bow 
was estimated to be insignificant because the power production capability 
of the fuel decreases with irradiation. A topical report (Ref. 9) just
ified this conclusion which has been accepted by the staff. The Mark-BZ 
assemblies use Zircaloy spacer grids; hence, the flux depression factor 

used to estimate the hot channel factor for the generic DNBR curves is now 
1.007. The thermal-hydraulic analysis is based on methods approved for 
use by DPC and is acceptable.  

2.6 Technical Specifications Review and Development: The methodology for the 
process of Technical Specification development for the Oconee reloads 

remains the same as described in Section 7 of NFS-1001A (Ref. 1) except 
for minor differences emanating from the adoption of the BWC CHF correlation 
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and the CASMO code. The DNBR limit corresponding to a 95/95 probability/ 
confidence level for the BWC CHF correlation for the Mark-BZ fuel assembly 
is 1.18. The uncertainties associated with the BWC CHF correlation have 
been reported in Reference 7 and have been approved by the staff. The 
setpoint calculations for the reactor protection system have been revised 
accordingly to ensure reactor protection system activation prior to 
exceeding any safety limits. The following Sections of NFS-1001A have 
been revised due to the use of CASMO.  

o Section 7.2.2.1 

The nuclear uncertainty factor is 1.005, the engineering hot 
channel factor remains unchanged at 1.014. An 8% uncertainty 
is applied for all axial locations as an upper bound to account 
for fuel densification. All uncertainty factors are statistically 
combined to yield a centerline fuel melt uncertainty of 1.111.  

o Section 7.2.2.2 

The methodology is unchanged by the use of CASMO but the radial 
uncertainty factor is 1.048.  

o Section 7.4.1 

The methodology for the ECCS analysis power distribution remains 
unchanged. The effect on non-equilibrium xenon conditions is 
explicitly accounted for in the LOCA limits. The statistical 
combination of all the uncertainty components yields a total 
uncertainty factor of 1.070.  

2.7 Accident Analysis Section 8 of NFS-1001A which discusses the safety 
analysis methods in the Oconee reload design does not change due to the 
use of the CASMO code. However, the average fuel temperature is revised 

to 2,950'F (from 3,120'F) as a result of the Mark B5-Z fuel thermal 

performance.  
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2.8 Core Physics Parameter Development The methods discussed in Section 9 of 
NFS-1001A which provide core physics data required for startup test 
predictions and the core physics report do not change due to the use of the 
CASMO code.  

3.0 CONCLUSIONS 

We have reviewed the information presented in the revised reload design 
methodology for the Oconee Nuclear Station in licensing topical report 
DPC-NE-1002, including two supplements to the report and the additional 
information submitted on June 12, 1985 in response to a staff request.  
This report parallels closely the original Oconee reload design methodology 
NFS-1001A. The main difference of the new methodology is the use of the 
CASMO code for generating reactor physics data. In addition minor design 
changes are introduced in the fuel assembly design with the adoption of 
the Mark B5-Z element.  

The report deals with each one of the corresponding chapters of NFS-1001A; 
i.e., fuel design, fuel cycle design, fuel mechanical performance, maneuvering 
analysis, thermal-hydraulic design, Technical Specification review and 
development, accident analysis and development of core physics parameters.  
In each chapter the parts affected by the proposed changes were reanalyzed.  
The new methodology report includes supplements which deal with methodology 
and nuclear reliability factors based on the CASMO lattice physics data.  

The results of our review indicate that the CASMO based methodology can 
adequately predict soluble boron concentration, control rod worths, ejected 
rod worths and the thermal temperature coefficient. PDQ and CASMO radial 
peaking factors were compared and it was shown that CASMO overpredicted PDQ 
results by a maximum of 1.4%.  
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Although results from Unit 1 were used for this report the results and 
conclusions are applicable to all three units because: 

(a) all units are manufactured by the same 

vendor and use similar fuel, 

(b) all units have identical incore detector 

systems, and 

(c) calculations for all three units use the 

same methods and procedures.  

We conclude that the proposed alternative reload design methodology is able 

to account for the main physics core parameters within the limits of reasonable 

uncertainty. Therefore, the proposed methodology in report DPC-NE-1002 is 

an acceptable alternative to the Oconee reload methodology presented in 

NFS-1001A and may be referenced by the Duke Power Company in licensing sub

mittals for the Oconee units.  

Dated: October 1, 1985 

Principal Contributor: L. Lois 
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